Para. 3.2.5 add to the end of the third paragraph “The Standards Committee on Mobile Unmanned Systems is a committee concerning safety standards.”

Para. 5.1 revised to clarify that subordinate groups may have alternates.

Add a new paragraph S5.1.3 on Duties of Members. This is for subordinate groups which we previously never stated duties.

Paras. 6.2.1, third sentence revised to clarify for Standards Committee meetings, including teleconferences and web conference shall be announced.

Para. 7.2.4 d). revised to clarify that consensus committee who did not cast a vote during first consideration ballot have limited vote on recirculation (like everyone else).

Para. 8.1 a new second paragraph added to document our current process that substantive changes to the proposal made after public review requires further approvals.

Para. 8.4, second paragraph first sentence revised to address comments received subsequent to the closing of the public review and comment period

Para. 10.2 h, that copies of issued interpretations can be found on Interpretation database

APPENDIX I revised to added MBE and MUS Committees.

APPENDIX III, Para. III 1.4 first paragraph to delete approval of Subordinate Group Contributing members since its already covered by para.

APPENDIX III, Para. III 1.4 third paragraph revised to clarified Subordinate Group Contributing Membership duties.

APPENDIX III, Para. III 1.5 revised to clarify which Subordinate Group meetings shall be posted

APPENDIX VI on List of Standards Committees that Render Interpretations updated to add AED.

APPENDIX X, para. X 2.1 revised to update voting.

APPENDIX XIII on INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUPS added. This new Appendix is based on the B30 and BPV appendices on this topic.